Theoretical progress in graphene physics has largely relied on the application of a simple nearestneighbor tight-binding model capable of predicting many of the electronic properties of this material. However, important features that include electron-hole asymmetry and the detailed electronic bands of basic graphene nanostructures (e.g., nanoribbons with different edge terminations) are beyond the capability of such simple model. Here we show that a similarly simple plane-wave solution for the one-electron states of an atom-based two-dimensional potential landscape, defined by a single fitting parameter (the scattering potential), performs better than the standard tight-binding model, and levels to density-functional theory in correctly reproducing the detailed band structure of a variety of graphene nanostructures. In particular, our approach identifies the three hierarchies of nonmetallic armchair nanoribbons, as well as the doubly-degenerate flat bands of free-standing zigzag nanoribbons with their energy splitting produced by symmetry breaking. The present simple planewave approach holds great potential for gaining insight into the electronic states and the electrooptical properties of graphene nanostructures and other two-dimensional materials with intact or gapped Dirac-like dispersions.
Theoretical progress in graphene physics has largely relied on the application of a simple nearestneighbor tight-binding model capable of predicting many of the electronic properties of this material. However, important features that include electron-hole asymmetry and the detailed electronic bands of basic graphene nanostructures (e.g., nanoribbons with different edge terminations) are beyond the capability of such simple model. Here we show that a similarly simple plane-wave solution for the one-electron states of an atom-based two-dimensional potential landscape, defined by a single fitting parameter (the scattering potential), performs better than the standard tight-binding model, and levels to density-functional theory in correctly reproducing the detailed band structure of a variety of graphene nanostructures. In particular, our approach identifies the three hierarchies of nonmetallic armchair nanoribbons, as well as the doubly-degenerate flat bands of free-standing zigzag nanoribbons with their energy splitting produced by symmetry breaking. The present simple planewave approach holds great potential for gaining insight into the electronic states and the electrooptical properties of graphene nanostructures and other two-dimensional materials with intact or gapped Dirac-like dispersions.
The two-dimensional (2D) honeycomb carbon-atom lattice known as graphene 1 is a promising material for applications in optical and electronic devices [2] [3] [4] . In particular, its peculiar conical electronic dispersion 5, 6 and 2D character enable a uniquely large optical tunability 7, 8 and a suitable playground for quantum electrodynamics phenomena, such as the relativistic Klein tunneling 9 , as well as a customizable zoo of exotic band structures when decorated with defects 10 , arranged in twisted bilayers 11 , or laterally patterned into ribbons 12, 13 . Energy-gap engineering in graphene, an essential prerequisite for nanoelectronics applications, demands controlled and selective sub-lattice perturbations at the atomic scale, such as chemical doping 14, 15 or gating 16 , lateral strain 17, 18 , and substrate-induced sublattice asymmetry [19] [20] [21] [22] . Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) have been extensively studied as simple, appealing nanostructures that lead to electronic band features, such as gap opening, due to quantum confinement, and peculiar edge states that can readily be tuned through their width, shape, and edgeterminations 12, 13 . The rapidly progressing on-surface chemistry, which allows controlled-synthesis of novel graphene-based nanostructures, such as GNRs with complex architectures [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] , combined with the precise mapping of their electronic structures using angle-resolved photomission spectroscopy (ARPES) and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) [29] [30] [31] [32] , make GNRs promising candidates for the realization of exotic graphene-based nanodevices [33] [34] [35] . Theoretical understanding and prediction of extended graphene and GNRs properties has been instrumental in the development of the field. Density-functional theory (DFT) accurately describes their electronic structures, but simpler methods are preferred because they allow us to gain further physical insight. In particular, following the pioneering work of Wallace 36 , the tight-binding (TB) model has played a central role in the theoretical description of the electronic structure of extended graphene, yielding remarkable agreement with DFT calculations. However, noticeable discrepancies between TB and DFT show up when describing GNRs with either armchair (AGNR) or zigzag (ZGNR) edge terminations. For example, the widely used nearest-neighbors TB predicts two families of AGNRs, namely semiconductor and metallic, depending on the number of carbon-dimer lines along the ribbon width (N a ) 13 , while three semiconductor categories are obtained from DFT calculations 37 in agreement with STS experiments [38] [39] [40] [41] . Both nearest-neighbors TB and nearly-free electron (NFE) models are well-known textbook approaches for band-structure calculations in solids 42, 43 . Within the NFE framework, plane wave expansions (PWEs) of the electron states have traditionally played an important role, for example in the description of electron scattering in metallic and molecular superlattices [44] [45] [46] . In particular, 2D hexagonal superlattices, which are known to exhibit graphene-like band structures with Mpoint gap and symmetry-protected degeneracy at the Kpoints 47, 48 , are well described by the PWE approach. Unfortunately, such simple PWEs have not been used for the description of extended graphene or GNRs, although a close correspondence between the TB and NFE models was demonstrated for the so-called molecular graphene, in which the Shockley surface state confined by a hexagarXiv:1808.06034v1 [cond-mat.mes-hall] 18 Aug 2018 onal CO superlattice was shown to exhibit a Dirac-like dispersion 49 .
Here, we demonstrate that the electronic characteristics of atomic graphene could be finely reproduced via a simple NFE model with a single fitting parameter, namely the scattering potential. In this context, the graphene non-Bravais honeycomb lattice is alternatively modeled as a 2D hexagonal lattice made of the 6-fold symmetric, hexagonally-warped inner part of the carbon rings, where a sufficiently large repulsive potential (V 3 ) is assigned [ Fig. 1 (a) ]. The potential barrier V 3 in reality delimits the attractive Coulomb potential of each carbon atom (V 1 and V 2 ). Perfect agreement with DFT calculations is obtained for the band structure, local density of states (LDOSs), and constant energy surfaces (CESs) using an Electron-Plane-Wave-Expansion (EPWE) implementation (see Methods). Interestingly, with the same single fitting parameter V 3 , the model captures the three categories of AGNRs in decent agreement with DFT. Likewise, the 1D-bulk band structure and the nearly-degenerate edge state for ZGNRs are obtained in agreement with TB and DFT without any assistance of electron-electron interactions. Additionally, we find that when the symmetry of the two carbon sublattices is broken for ZGNRs (V 1 = V 2 ), which is a common situation for graphene grown onto different substrates, the edge state of ZGNRs is split in energy, here without the incorporation of electron-electron interactions. We believe that this simplified picture can be efficiently applied to explore different varieties of atomic graphene-like extended and finite structures. Figure 1 summarizes the electronic characteristics of free-standing graphene, as determined within the EPWE approach. The potential landscape used in the calculation is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . The red and blue circles define the position of the carbon atoms, each of radius a/2 = 0.71Å, and the white regions stand for the carbon-free voids. The unit cell, enclosing one void and two carbon atoms, is marked by the black lines (shaded area), with unit-cell vectors of length d = √ 3 × 1.42Å. The band structure presented in Fig. 1(b) is obtained by setting the potential difference between the voids (V 3 = 23 eV) and the two equivalent carbon atoms (V 1 = V 2 = 0) to ∆V = 23 eV and the effective mass (m eff ) to unity. These parameters, which coincide with the binding energy of the carbon 2s level 50 and the free electron mass (m e ), nicely reproduce the band structure of freestanding graphene obtained from DFT calculations and experiments 51, 52 . The Fermi energy (E F ) is set at the non-gapped (see zoom-in) Dirac point, and the Γ-point energy is accordingly found at ∼ -8.5 eV. The lower and upper edges of the M -point gap are -2.71 eV and +1.75 eV, respectively, while the slope of the linear bands at the K points is 6.5 eVÅ [i.e., Fermi velocity (v F ) 1 × 10 6 m/s], in perfect agreement with literature values 53 . We stress that small deviations from the employed value of ∆V and m eff yield noticeable changes on the relative energetic position of the bands, the size of the M -point . At lower and higher binding energies (e.g., +1 eV and -1 eV), these spots diverge into the characteristic graphene triangular pockets, as shown, respectively, in the upper (red) and lower (blue) panels of Fig. 1(d) . The trigonal shape of these CESs further reassures that the electron-hole asymmetry present in (b), which in TB calculations is accounted for by employing additional hopping parameters for second/third nearest neighbors t /t 6,54,55 , is naturally captured by EPWE. Indeed, the different hopping parameters employed in TB are consistent with the different effective potentials (e.g., height × width) felt by electrons moving from one carbon towards neighboring atoms. Furthermore, the variation of the photoemission intensity within the trigonal pockets agrees nicely with recent ARPES experiments 20,56-58 . The electronic characteristics of graphene, as deduced from the total-DOS (TDOS) and LDOS, are also presented in Fig. 1 (e). The V-like peculiarities at E F are revealed in the TDOS per unit cell (gray) and the LDOS at the two carbon atoms (blue and red), all exhibiting clear electron-hole asymmetry. The onsets of LDOS at ∼ -8.5 eV define the Γ-point energy, whereas the peaks at -2.71 eV and +1.75 eV are the borders of the M -point gap. The LDOS at the two carbon atoms are clearly coincident, a common finding for pristine graphene. The 2D LDOS maps depicted at the insets and taken at the boundaries of the M -point gap are identical, confirming the absence of K-point gaps based on symmetry considerations 47, 48 . Given the calculations and analysis presented in Fig. 1 , the electronic features of a free-standing graphene sheet obtained from experiments and DFT calculations are well-reproduced.
Perturbations induced by a graphene support (i.e., a substrate, and/or the deposition of adsorbates/dopants) have shown to change the electronic properties of graphene in different ways. Figure 2 presents possible electronic modifications in one of such perturbation cases, as calculated using the present EPWE model. In Fig.  2(a) , we explore the effect of broken symmetry for the two carbon atoms on the electronic structure. The band structure is obtained by assigning different potentials for each carbon-sublattice (V 1 (red) = -1 eV and V 2 (blue) = +1 eV). The main modification is the opening of an energy gap at the K point (E g (K) = 1.3 eV), which is a natural consequence of the broken symmetry of the potential landscape within the unit cell. Such broken-symmetryinduced gaps have been reported experimentally for different graphene systems, such as graphene grown on Ir(111) 59 , Ru(0001) 60 , hydrogenated-graphene 61 , and other systems [19] [20] [21] [22] 58 . The large symmetry-induced gap shown here is meant only to highlight the effect, but the actual values of V 1 and V 2 can be tuned to yield the experimental gap. We also note that the Γ-point energy is unaltered in this particular example, as the average of the potentials V 1 and V 2 is zero, and is only shifted in energy otherwise. The TDOS and LDOS spectra presented in (b) precisely follow these band structure modifications. In addition to the peaks at the borders of the M -point gap, a deviation from the V-shape peculiarities occurs for all spectra where, instead, the TDOS and LDOS vanish at the energy range spanning the K-point gap boundaries. Particularly relevant is the non-equivalence of the LDOS at the two carbon atoms within the unit cell, where the weight of the LDOS changes from one carbon (red) to the second sublattice (blue) by crossing the energy gap, which is further shown in the 2D LDOS presented in Fig. 2(b, right) . Additional electronic modifications, such as hybridization and doping, which still preserve the K-point degeneracy, are briefly presented in SI, Fig. S2 .
The calculations/analysis here presented clearly reveal that the electronic structure of graphene could be reproduced by simple geometrical regions in which specific values of the potential are assigned. In what follows, we explore the applicability of this approach to the study of both AGNRs and ZGNRs. We employ the same geometry and potential landscape while varying the ribbon width and termination. We assume that the ribbons are infinitely extended along the ribbon axis ( i.e., the x-direction), and decoupled in y-direction by separating them by ≥ 20Å gaps. Figure 3 (a-c) depicts the band structure along the ribbon axis for the three different classes of AGNRs with (a) N a = 3p, (b) N a = 3p+1 , and (c) N a = 3p+2 , where p is a positive integer [here, p = 1 (left) and 7 (right)]. In contrast to standard TB calculations, the three types exhibit energy gaps (E g ) with E g (3p+1) > E g (3p) > E g (3p+2), and their width follows an inverse proportionality (see colored curves in (d)) in agreement with DFT calculations. Notice that the carbon-carbon distance in the bulk region and at the ribbon boundaries is fixed here to the same value (i.e., structural relaxation is not considered, although DFT indicates a ∼ 3.5% contraction in the bond length at the edges)
37 , yet the model yields appreciable energy gaps for the 3p+2 family. We also show that the Γ-point energy, irrespectively of the ribbon family, asymptotically approaches Γ-point of extended graphene by increasing the width, strictly following the width-dependent Γ point energy (gray curve) obtained by stepping along the Brillouin zone slices of graphene (see inset to (d)). Particularly relevant is the shallow dispersion of the bands at -2.6 eV for the N a = 3 (a) and N a = 5 (c), which in standard TB exhibit no dispersion 13, 62 . This, further, indicates that the NFE approach naturally considers all possible crosstalk/hopping between neighboring carbon atoms with the scattering potential as a single fitting parameter. In what follows, we check the capability of our model to simulate the photoemission intensity and density of states for nanoribbons. This should serve as a guidance for experimentalists to perform proper assignments of specific GNR bands, which might become problematic for wider ribbons with nearby dispersing bands, and in general, due to strong variations in intensity caused by effects related to the photoemission matrix element. Figure 3 (e) presents the simulated photoemission intensity for the 4-AGNR along the ribbon axis. A subtle variation of photoemission intensity for different bands is clear. For example, at k ⊥ = 0 (left), the frontier valence band (VB1) has predominantly-symmetric spectral weight around k || = 0, while VB2 gains spectral weight over wider k || range with asymmetric photoemission intensity around the top of the band (∼ 1.5Å −1 ). This distribution of photoemission intensity changes drastically at different k ⊥ , such as k ⊥ = π/3a (center) and 2π/3a (right). Indeed, these are all 1D bands, and therefore, are not dispersing in the perpendicular direction (k ⊥ ), yet strong photoemission intensity modulation is present for the VB and CB alike [SI, Fig. S3(a) ]. Therefore, constant-energy surfaces (i.e., k || vs k ⊥ maps) such as the one shown in the SI, Fig.   S3 (b), are essential for a proper assignment of bands. Actually, the simulation of such photoemission intensity maps has recently solved a long-standing contradiction between STS and ARPES data for the 7-AGNR, where the VB2 was mistakenly assigned in ARPES experiments to the VB1 30, 63 . A further confirmation of the full functionality of our model is provided by comparing the calculated 2D-LDOS to the molecular orbitals obtained from DFT calculations, and in particular, for the 3-AGNR, as shown in Fig. 3 (f) . The matching between LDOS (left) and DFT orbitals (right) is remarkable 64 . The overall agreement with DFT extends even beyond the description of simple AGNRs: complex graphene-based structures such as zigzag 64 and heterogeneous ribbons, as well as nanoporous graphene 28 , are equally well described using our NFE approach (see SI, Fig. S4 ).
Likewise, the electronic structure of ZGNRs could be obtained using our EPWE approach. Figure 4 tively, are not considered. In (b) the simulated photoemission intensity for the 6-ZGNR is also shown at k ⊥ = 0, with the edge state exhibiting a high-enough spectral weight as to be probed by average techniques such as ARPES, provided that ZGNRs aligned on substrates are experimentally available on large areas.
As previously discussed, for an extended graphene sheet with symmetry-broken carbon sublattices, a Kpoint gap opens up (see Fig. 2 ). Here we demonstrate the effect that this broken symmetry has on the electronic structure of ZGNRs, specifically on the edge state. By assigning different values to the potentials at the two carbons sublattices ( V 1 = -1 eV and V 2 = +1 eV), taking the 12-ZGNR as an example, we show that the edge state is split in energy, while the 1D-bulk projected bands are practically unaltered [ Fig. 4(c) ]. The energy gap between the split edge states is the same as the size of the K-point gap of the corresponding extended graphene presented in Fig. 2(a) . Both bands of the energy-split edge state have reasonable photoemission spectral weights, as demonstrated for the 6-ZGNR at k ⊥ = 0 in (d). Finally, we present in Fig. 4 (e) the DOS curves for the free-standing (gray) and symmetry-broken (red) sublattices in the 6-ZGNR, where an energy-splitting of the DOS peak at E F is obtained. Although the DOS profile for asymmetric ribbons (red) resembles the one reported experimentally (and from DFT) for the 6-ZGNR 65 , the broken-symmetry-induced gaps could be distinguished from electron-electron-interaction gaps 37, 66, 67 by plotting the 2D spatial distribution of the LDOS taken at the energy of the edge state, as shown on top of the spectra in Fig. 4(e) . The insets present the EPWE geometry of the 6-ZGNR and the 2D-LDOS taken at the energy of the lower (red) and upper (blue) edge states, where the LDOS is clearly localized at one edge, while for fully symmetric ribbons both edges are equally occupied at E F (green). Notice that the one-edge localization of the LDOS has not experimentally been reported, neither for degenerate nor for energy-split edges states, yet its realization could have potential impact as a switch in 1D conduction-channels through gating. We also anticipate that the combination of broken symmetry and electron correlation should produce a clear imbalance in the LDOS at both edges of the ribbons, in addition to the intrinsic asymmetry produced by the different dispersion of the upper and lower edges of the gap and the electron-hole asymmetry.
The fact that the extended and finite graphene characteristics are well captured within the framework of the NFE model could have far reaching implications, since some of the electronic structure variations and size dependence are not unique to graphene. Similar atomic systems, such as silicene or boron nitrides, could be understood following the same approach. Furthermore, nanometer-sized ribbons made from hexagonal superlattices, such as molecular graphene 49 or metallic superlattices possessing graphene-like band structures 47 , should exhibit these types of size dependence variations. What makes these variations experimentally accessible and potentially relevant for technology in the graphene case, and in other 2D atomic lattices, is the combination of a large M -point gap (several eV), which for superlattices reduces to just a few meV, and the steep dispersion near the K points. Finally, this simple NFE description of graphene and its nanostructures should have large impact on the efficient simulation of graphene-based devices and phenomena, such as negative refraction and super lenses in p-n junctions, using, for example, the complementary electronic boundary-element method (EBEM) solver, which was previously used to describe similar effects in 2D metallic superlattices 68, 69 .
In conclusion, we have showed that the electronic structure of the π band in free-standing and perturbed graphene can be well described by a simple nearly-freeelectron model (EPWE) applied to an inverted honeycomb lattice defined by a sufficiently large confining po-tential. With the same single fitting parameter (i.e., the scattering barrier) the electronic properties of graphene nanostructures, such as armchair and zigzag GNRs, are well described. Our approach simplifies the exploration of newly emerging artificial systems with fundamental and technological interest, such as nanostructured 2D materials, topological GNR junctions with peculiar end states 26, 27 , and artificial flat band lattices 70 . 621-13), the Catalan CERCA Program, Fundació Privada Cellex, and AGAUR (Grant No. 2017 SGR 1651).
METHODS
Effective 2D potential description. We simulate the electronic structure of graphene in terms of the oneelectron states of a 2D potential landscape, in which each carbon atom is represented by a circle filled with uniform potential, embedded in a flat interstitial region (see Fig.  1(a) ). We then write the Schrödinger equation as
where the energy E is expressed relative to a reference level (e.g., the Dirac point), m eff is the effective mass, V (R) is the 2D potential as a function of spatial coordinates R = (x, y) along the graphene plane, and φ(R) is the electron wave function. Plave-wave expansion for periodic systems. We take V to be periodic and express it in terms of Fourier components as
where the sum extends over 2D reciprocal lattice vectors g with coefficients
calculated as an integral over the first Brillouin zone (1BZ), normalized to the unit-cell area A. Using Bloch's theorem, we anticipate electron wave functions labeled by a band index j and the 2D wave vector k within the 1BZ:
where we use the (infinite) number of cells N for normalization purposes. Inserting Eqs. (2) and (3) into Eq. (1), we find the linear system of equations
Because V g−g is a Hermitian matrix with indices g and g , for each value of k we obtain different bands j of real eigenenergies E k j and eigenstates of coefficients φ k j,g . We solve Eq. (4) by retaining a finite number of g's within a sufficiently large distance g max to the origin in reciprocal space. The eigenstates form an orthonormal system,
provided we impose the normalization condition
LDOS calculation for periodic systems. The local density of states (LDOS) is directly calculated from its definition
In practice, we use the prescription
2 ) d 2 k and evaluate this integral in a dense grid by interpolating the eigenstates and eigenenergies within each grid element.
Calculation of photoemission angular distributions for periodic systems. For simplicity, we dismiss the contribution of the normal component of the electron wave function to the photoemission matrix elements, as it should just introduce a smooth and broad angular dependence, which we represent through a multiplicative coefficient C in the resulting photoemission intensity. We focus instead on the contribution of the inplane wave function and further approximate the parallel component of the photoelectron wave function as a normalized plane wave e ik out ·R / √ N A. The angle-resolved photoemission intensity corresponding to a binding energy E and photoelectron wave vector k out is then given from Fermi's golden rule as
where g in the last expression is chosen such that k lies within the 1BZ.
I. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION A. Electron-hole asymmetry
The inherent electron-hole asymmetry of graphene manifests itself as slightly different band dispersions above and below the Dirac-point, and consequently, a clear deviation from a symmetric V-shape is clearly observable in the LDOS, as shown in Fig. 1 . This asymmetry shows up in conventional DFT calculations and in experiments, while the popular nearest-neighbors TB model requires additional hopping parameters to account for it 54 . In contrast, our NFE approach captures electron-hole asymmetry, which can be tuned to fit experimental data through a small adjustment in the effective mass. Figure S1 presents the band structures (a) and DOS per unit cell (b) for m eff = (1±0.05)m e compared with m eff = m e (in gray). We note the strong modifications of the electronic band structure (about ± 500 meV variation in the Γ-point energy) with slight (5%) relaxation of m eff . The inset to (b) highlights the electron-hole asymmetry near the Dirac point 71 .
B. Graphene-substrate hybridization and doped graphene
It is a well-established result for graphene, or generally for 2D materials with lattice, that the degeneracy at the K points is protected by both structural and time-reversal symmetries. However, for some graphene/substrate combinations, such as graphene on Co(0001), the symmetry of the carbon sublattices is broken while the Dirac cone remains intact. To explain this effect, a dynamical hybridization scenario has been discussed 22 . Such systems can also be modeled within our approach. From a simple NFE model argument, the size of the M -point gap (and the K-point gap as well, if allowed by symmetry considerations) scales with the scattering potential. The latter is actually proportional to the product of the barrier height (V ) and width. By setting the covalent radii of the carbon atoms to 0.63Å (red) and 0.71Å (blue), we can close the K-point gap, although the symmetry of the voids is reduced to three-fold, as shown in Fig. S2(a) . In fact, the 2D LDOS map at the lower and upper edges of the M -point gap are exactly the same as in free-standing graphene [see Fig. 1(e) ], where the LDOS associated with the two carbon atoms are identical. Therefore, it is difficult to distinguish freestanding and asymmetric non-gapped graphene based on LDOS data, such as provided by STS experiments. However, the Γ-point energy is shifted towards lower binding energy as a result of the increased area of the voids at the expense of the covalent radii of the carbon atoms. For larger radii, where an overlap between the carbon atoms occurs, the Γ-point shifts instead toward higher binding energy. We note that the closing of the K-point gap in the symmetry-broken graphene of Fig. S2(a) is always associated with p or n doping. This conditional doping can be used in experiments to distinguish asymmetric non-gapped from pristine graphene. We also note that the doping here differs from conventional p-or n-doping of pristine graphene, in which there is no breaking of the symmetry of the carbon atoms, thus leading to a rigid downward/upward energy shift , as shown in Fig.  S2(b) . Here, the band structures for n-doped (green) and p-doped (red) graphene are obtained by setting V 1 = V 2 = -1 eV and V 1 = V 2 = +1 eV, respectively.
C. Photoemission intensity
In Fig. S3(a-c) we show the photoemission intensity of the 1D bands (i.e., perpendicular to the ribbon axis) for the 4-AGNR. All bands exhibit a strong intensity modulation, so that specific bands light up at selective values of k || . For example, CB2 and CB1 have spectral weight for k || = 0 (a) and k || = π/3a (b), respectively, while both VB1 and VB2 exhibit peaks at k || = 2π/3a (c). The k || vs k ⊥ maps taken at 2.03 eV (top) and -1.95 eV (bottom) are presented in (d), allowing us to obtain a proper band assignment from ARPES measurements, which have been routinely simulated in recent works 30, 64, 72 .
D. Heterogeneous AGNR and nanoporous graphene (NPG)
In this section, we demonstrate the ability of our NFE approach to describe the electronic structure of more complex graphene-based nanostructures. We take the 7-13-AGNR structure 28 , which has a modulation in width between 7 and 13 carbon atoms, as an example for heterogeneous nanoribbons and junctions [ Fig. S4(a) ]. We also consider nanoporous graphene (NPG) 28 made from the connections between these self-assembled 7-13-AGNR in an out-of-phase configuration [ Fig. S4(b) ]. In the potential landscapes shown in (a-b), the blue circles define the carbon atoms with V 1 =V 2 =0, while the void and pore potentials are set to V 3 =23 eV. The band structures obtained from our EPWE approach [ Fig. S4(c-d) , right] are compared with the ones obtained from DFT [ Fig.  S4(c-d) , left] 28 . Our model clearly captures the essential features of the DFT band structures, including the gap size, as well as the L and T states.
